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the new products-based architecture of the generator tool benefits from the many improvements that have been made since version 4. it is based on the results of two years of work in the development of the earlier versions of the tool, on the efficiency and performance of third party tools and on feedback from users. the changes are reflected in a number of benefits for the users. first, the update is less problematic when it comes to system requirements, since the new version supports windows 10 and many popular processor architectures such as intel® ivy bridge, haswell and ivy bridge, along with amd zen, ryzen® and epyc™. secondly, there are more configuration options that offer better optimisation for the tools performance. in addition, there are more options available in the proprietary
framework, thanks to new components that make programming with the new generation of the tool easier. finally, the tool is fully compatible with the latest version of eclipse oxygen and stm32cubeide. if a new device has been added to the project, you can connect it at any time, even before installing the device drivers for the device. when installed, the stm32cubeide software supports all the latest stm32 cube devices. the stm32cubeide support provides a high level of compatibility with the stm32 cube development board. it supports the full stm32cubegenerator with every configuration option and also provides full support for debugging and runtime. if needed, stm32cubeide provides a fast and reliable way of programming with the cube development board. the cube launched the public beta

program of its development board to make sure that new features and devices work well and are fully compatible. the stm32cubeide software provides a fast and reliable way of programming with the cube development board. it provides a high level of compatibility with the stm32 cube platform. from the most common to the most advanced features, you can adjust all settings using its wizards and by clicking on the settings button on the toolbar.
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